The Professional
heart for Sport
and Fitness
clubs
myPRO Laundry solutions

Good reasons
to choose myPRO

We making
your life easier
with myPRO
The new Smart Professional laundry
solution for small businesses. Just load,
start and relax – myPRO works while
you work and delivers great laundry
results at the touch of a button.
For sports clubs, ensuring clothes and towels
are clean and fresh in time to be used isn‘t
always so simple. Stubborn grass, dirt and
sweat stains are often more than ordinary
household appliances can handle.

We perfectly know your needs.
With myPRO, you‘ll never have to worry about
poor washing results or machine problems again.
Just load, press and relax!
Great results every time thanks to the unique
Electrolux Professional SpeedCare drum
Up to 50 % faster 1 with professional programs
 times longer lifetime2 due to more durable
3
construction with professional components
Warranty for professional applications

1

Washer

2

Compared to domestic machines

We offering you
perfectly clean kits
Top quality. High speed.
Long life.
	
Best wash results and garment care thanks to the
unique Electrolux Professional SpeedCare drum
	
Higher speed and flexibility with professional
programs for a variety of applications, including mop
and disinfection programs
	
Works today, works in 10 years’ time*: Washers and
Dryers designed to last 3 times longer than domestic
machines

Saves water. Saves energy.
Saves money.
	The best couple! The smart professional Washer
and the Heat Pump Dryer
	
Washers boast SpeedCare drum for best-in-class
dewatering, cutting cycle time and costs.
Leave the mud on the football pitch, thanks to the
4,5mm drum holes!
	
Shorter drying cycle with Automatic Moisture Control

Superb hygiene and
maximum convenience.
A stylish and sturdy corrosion-proof bicolour exterior
perfect for your needs. Easy-to-clean stainless steel top
and front with specially designed large door.
… and all the benefits you need on a sensible budget.

* 3 cycles / day times 250 days / year.

Your domestic
washing machine
not meeting your
needs anymore?
Triple the lifetime
of your machine
with myPRO
laundry solutions.

Electrolux Professional Solutions - 30000 cycles

myPROXL - +15000 cycles

myPRO - 7500 cycles

domestic machines - 2500 cycles

Based on tests made at Electrolux
Professional laboratory.

Experience the Excellence
electroluxprofessional.com

Follow us on

myPRO is designed for small businesses
that need laundry solutions stronger and
faster than standard domestic appliances.
Businesses that require durable Washers,
efficient Dryers and productive Finishing
Equipment, but have no need for an
advanced professional solution.
myPRO is the Smart Professional solution
that offers reliability, flexibility and superb
quality results on a sensible budget.

Discover more about myPRO – the Smart
Professional solution from Electrolux
Professional – on www.electroluxprofessional.com

